WHISPERWOODS POOL RULES
Please review the rules and make sure your children, especially teenagers, are familiar
with them and that your children are following them. These rules are designed to keep
all residents safe and comfortable and to prevent vandalism.
We emphasize that only homeowners and residents whose association dues are
current may use the pool. We also further emphasize the requirement for supervision of
underage children by adult residents with a pool card in their possession.

There is no Lifeguard at the Whisperwoods Pool.
SWIM AT YOUR OWN RISK!
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This pool is for use only by owners and residents of Whisperwoods Neighborhood who
possess a valid pool entry card.
All guests, regardless of age, must be accompanied by an adult Whisperwoods
homeowner with a valid pool entry card. Please courteously limit the number of guests
to allow other residents to also use the pool. (See Covid-19 Addendum, Next Page)
No child under the age of 14 is allowed inside the pool fence unless that child is
accompanied by an adult homeowner or resident with a valid pool entry card.
Swimsuits must be worn at all times in the pool. Cut off pants or regular shorts are not
permitted in the pool.
Diving, running and horseplay are not allowed.
Alcoholic beverages, controlled substances and smoking are not permitted inside the
pool fence.
No glass containers or drinking glasses of any kind are permitted inside the pool fence.
No bicycles, skateboards or skates are permitted inside the pool fence.
No pets are allowed inside the pool fence.
Music and gaming sounds must not disturb others at the pool or neighboring properties.
All users of the sun umbrellas will close them before they leave the pool.
Throw trash away and pick up all personal belongings when leaving the pool. The
Whisperwoods Homeowners Assoc. is not responsible for lost or stolen items.
Regular pool hours are from Dawn to Dusk. No one is allowed inside the pool fence
after dark.
During the 2020 swimming season (June 13 due to Covid-19 – Last Saturday in
September) an Adults Only swim period has been established. Each Saturday between
the hours of 7pm and 9pm, the pool may be used only by those persons of age 21 and
older.

WHISPERWOODS COVID-19 ADDENDUM
THE WHISPERWOODS POOL SEASON FOR 2020 WILL BE FROM 8AM JUNE 13, 2020 UNTIL
9PM SEPTEMBER 27, 2020.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have determined that there is no evidence that
the virus that causes COVID-19 can be spread to people through the water in swimming pools.
In consultation with its property manager, counsel, and other advisors, the Whisperwoods
Homeowners Association (WWHOA) has adopted the following additional Rules for the use of the
pool during the outbreak. These additional Rules will be in effect until further notice from the
Association.
1. Owners and residents should avoid the pool area if they have a cough, fever, or other
symptoms of COVID-19, or if they have been exposed to someone who has COVID-19.
2. Regular pool hours are 8AM to 9PM. The first hour is reserved for owners and residents over
the age of 55, pregnant women, and owners and residents with compromised immune systems.
No others may use the pool during the first hour.
3. Only owners and residents of WWHOA may use the pool. No guests are permitted.
4. All owners and residents using the pool must be in groups of fewer than ten (10) people,
whether in or out of the pool. All such groups of fewer than ten (10) owners and residents must
maintain at least six (6) feet of separation from other groups, whether in or out of the pool.
5. When out of the water, all owners and residents inside the pool area should wear a face mask
or other face covering, unless they are under the age of two (2), have trouble breathing, or are
unable to remove a face covering without assistance.
6. Pool users should wash their hands frequently, cover coughs and sneezes, and properly
dispose of tissues.
7. Sharing equipment among non-family members is not permitted (this includes, for example,
fins, snorkels, kickboards, goggles, water weights, and pull buoys).
8. Swimming lessons and other classes are not permitted.
9. Pool furniture must remain spaced to accommodate social distancing. Please do not move
furniture.
10. Owners and residents are responsible for cleaning all chairs, tables, lounges, and other pool
furniture after each use. Owners and residents are advised that the Whisperwoods Homeowners
Association is unable to provide cleaning, sanitizing, or lifeguard services for the pool and pool
area. All owners and residents must make an informed decision whether or not to use the pool.
Owners and residents use the pool at their own risk. The WWHOA relies on all owners and
residents of Whisperwoods to follow these additional rules so that all owners and residents can
use the pool safely.

